Inspired by biological communication, the strategy of deploying communication and storage equipment called thrown box is proposed to increase message delivery probability and to reduce transmission latency in delay tolerant networks. In this paper, we study the thrown-box assisted message dissemination models by analyzing a few cases on the message delivery rate and related latency distribution. We divide such communications into two processes. We first model the message delivering process among thrown boxes and derive time related message distribution on the boxes. Then we investigate the message collection process to obtain the expected number of informed collectors as a function of time. In addition, we analyze the latency distribution for message collection. Our analysis is derived based on a discrete Markov Chain model. The numerical examples are provided to validate our model and to examine the features of message dissemination under different network scenarios. The factors such as message relay and lifetime are considered. The results show that the tradeoff exists between the number of the boxes and the message lifetime, etc. In summary, our results will help storage management and delay management in DTNs and provide guidelines for applications of search and surveillance.
Introduction
Insects, fish, birds, etc have inspired and attracted much attention in many engineering fields, including computing, networking and distributed systems. For example, swarm intelligence, a model based on ants, has attracted extensive studies for communication in self-organized networks [7, 8, 11, 17, 25] . At a more intelligent level, primate species can provide biological inspirations for the design and implementation of cooperative communications and networking protocols. Primates have higher cognitive capabilities, enhanced learning, multiple communication modes and a variety of individual capabilities that must be integrated with social and group life [2, 5, 9, 10] . Taking apes as example, they use vocal calls, facial expression and body language for communication directly and explicitly when they are within a certain range of distance. However, to pass information to peers not in vicinity, they leave trails such as footprint or pheromone at special locations to guide or warn the relevant apes. By retrieving the delicate pheromone from the trails, the latter apes are able to act accordingly. The functions of trail leaving in primates [16, 22] include territorial demarcation, ownership of resources, mate attraction and the establishment of social role.
On the other hand, intermittent communication connections between mobile wireless nodes can be observed in many network scenarios, such as wildlife tracking, surveillance, robotic search, emergency rescue, etc. Message dissemination in above networks for non-real time tasks and missions is achieved by using store-carry-and-forward methods based on encountering opportunities because the instant end-to-end paths may not exist when mobile nodes initialize communications. In this area, named as delay tolerant networks (DTNs), a variety of methods are proposed to achieve message dissemination which include estimating a better forwarder to carry a message or utilizing several copies of a message to speed up the delivery. Inspired by the observation that the primates select locations and leave scents to pass information, some recent works have used the idea of deploying stationary devices to act as pheromone at specific locations [29] . The stationary devices (or thrown boxes) can be small and cheap devices with wireless antennas and limited memory. They can be deployed quickly for the role of message relay. Issues of enhancing the capacity and optimizing the deployment of these boxes are studied in [28, 29] .
In addition, often there are application scenarios, such as search and surveillance of complex city areas, where the number of mobile devices is a resource constraint for network communications, but applications anticipate quick message disseminations even though this is a delay tolerant networks. In these applications, latency analysis based on the thrown box assisted dissemination model is essential guidelines for the success of the application missions. Further investigations are largely needed. Inspired by the apes (as information initiators) trying to increase the contact probability of the message receivers by leaving pheromone at possible areas, we introduce a discrete model to describe such a communication method and analyze the related communication metrics. Here, considering that the pheromone usually lasts for a certain period of time before disappearing, we assign the messages left at the thrown boxes to bear a lifetime. While this time period depends on the locations and intensities of the pheromone left by the apes, here it may depend on the popularity of the boxes, buffer sizes and message themselves. A receiver should be able to retrieve a message before it expires. This paper analyzes a few communication relay models which differ in the actions of the sender, relay nodes and the receivers when they receive messages from thrown boxes. The analysis aims at answering the question regarding to retrieving a message from the thrown box for the first time by a receiver. The message lifetime and distributions at thrown boxes are all the factors considered for the message collection. The movement pattern of node in the analytical model capitalizes on a landmark based model where all the mobile nodes travel among landmarks and exchange messages through the thrown boxes deployed at these landmarks. After that we use a two-processes approach in the work, namely, we first model the message delivering process among thrown boxes and derive the time evolution about the box having message; then, we investigate the process of message collection. The results of the two processes are used to obtain the expected number of informed collectors varying with time. In addition, we analyze the latency distribution for message collection. Our analysis is derived based on a discrete Markov Chain model. The numerical examples are provided to validate our model and to examine the features of message dissemination under different network scenarios. The results show that the longer lifetime will lead to shorter latency. There are also relationships between thrown-box location distributions, message delivery paths and the latency. In summary, our results will help store management and delay management in DTNs.
In the following sections, we first discuss the related works in Sect. 2. Based on the thrown box assisted pattern, Sect. 3 provides an introduction of the network model and dissemination model. The analytical results about scattering message at thrown boxes are given in Sect. 4. Adding the relay function of thrown boxes, the process of message collection is introduced in Sect. 5. Further, Sect. 6 gives latency study of message dissemination to the mobile devices. We give the numerical results and conclude the paper in Sect. 7 and Sect. 8 respectively.
Related work
Many related works focus on the efficient routing protocol in DTN. By using a network graph with time-varying capacity and propagation delay, Jain et al. [14] propose a framework of routing to minimize the delay of message delivery. The works in [1] treat the message routing as a resource allocation problem in which each packet in the buffer of node is decided to be replicated or not in order to optimize a specific routing metric. A node with special network structural properties can also be regarded as active node for forwarding message. In [6, 13] , the social network related methods are used to identify the nodes with high betweenness centrality which measures the importance of node on the communication paths between other nodes. Island Hopping [18] is another efficient mobility-assisted routing protocol that relies on the cluster based mobility model. Mobile message ferry approach for routing in mobile ad hoc network is discussed in [28] . The two types of scheme: Node-Initialed scheme and Message Ferry-Initiated MF scheme are proposed to improve data delivery and reduce energy assumption. The strategy in [29] makes use of some stationary devices deployed between mobile nodes to facilitate message exchange. Three different scenarios are considered to derive the optimal locations for deployment, which are contact and traffic based case, contact based case and oblivious model. Finally the optimal deployment is formulated as a mixed integer programming problem and solved by the greedy algorithm.
Bio-inspired approaches have been used in many ways in communications. Swarm intelligence [3] is used to describe the collective behaviors in biological system such as ant colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacterial growth and fish schooling. The works inspired by swarm intelligence are proposed in [4, 19, 20] to derive robust and adaptive communications. In [4] , the authors introduce a distributed and mobile agents based routing with superior performance inspired by the cooperation in ant colony. In [20] , an efficient multi-cast routing is proposed by constructing the minimum forwarding set, which is motivated by the pheromone based path selection in biological system. Besides that, the concept of pheromone which well measures the attraction and repulsion among animals is applied to implement a novel clustering algorithm [19] . In addition, Levy walk is a mobility pattern that reflects the forage behavior. By employing Levy walk, the search for sparsely and randomly distributed targets can be the optimal [26] . In DTN, Levy message ferries are proposed in [21] .
The modeling and analysis works are usually performed for protocol design and evaluation. In the paper [12] , the authors make use of a semi-Markov chain to analyze the contact probability of two nodes at equilibrium and also the probability that one node meets another at a specific location within certain time period. Spray and Wait protocol [24] derives the relationship between the number of nodes and the amount of copies in order to get the optimal number of copies to spread. By using the two-state Markov model and geometric distribution, the expected hitting time (to a location) and meeting time (of two nodes) are found for time-variant Community mobility model in [27] . The authors in [23] analyze the hitting time or meeting time for random direction and random way-point models by providing a closed forms and show that these results can be used to analyze the performance of mobility-assisted routing schemes. A similar analytical work proposed in [30] studies the encounter probability of two nodes meeting each other and the time it takes for two nodes to meet.
Since the thrown box is introduced to enhance communication in DTN, our analysis model is different from previous works in terms of the relay effect from the thrown box and the landmark based mobility model. Besides the message dissemination among boxes and message collection process, the message expiration at box is considered as well. Thereby, the analytical results derived from our model could help to understand the thrown box based message dissemination, also benefit the box deployment for efficient communication.
Message dissemination model
Inspired by the observation that the primates select locations and leave scents to pass information, communications in DTN can use the "thrown-boxes", i.e., static communication and storage devices at selected locations, to store messages and also to create opportunities for other nodes to pickup those messages, and maybe to carry them to other locations. Typically, the locations of the thrown boxes can be the places where the mobile senders and collectors visit frequently. Messages are temporally stored at the boxes when they are visited by the sender nodes, waiting to be collected by destination nodes or relay nodes before expiration. Figure 1 gives a sample scenario of this communication model. Three entities exist in the network which are message sender, message collector and thrown box. In our model, there can be direct message exchange between the sender and the receiver when encountering at the same box, or the receiver may find message by checking the visiting box. In our scenario, the box having message stored is called message box and empty box denotes the box without message. In the following analysis we differentiate cases of whether the message can be relayed or not, whether the message has a lifetime or not. These factors will affect the distributions of the message at the boxes and the message collection rate (i.e., delivery rate) and latency.
Assume there are total N s + N c mobile nodes in network among which N s nodes play the role of information initiators and the rest N c nodes are viewed as the message collectors. In addition, there are total B thrown boxes where the mobile nodes can frequently visit and stay for a certain time period. Suppose all the message senders have the same message copies and no transmissions happen during the transition between boxes. A matrix with B × B entries that reflect the topology of network and visiting preference of box is used to express the mobility. Each entry e(i, j ) denotes the probability that the mobile node starts from box i to box j in next time step. In addition, we assume all mobile nodes move independently and the dissemination process is based on discrete time. The transition time between boxes is ignored due to the assumption that dwelling time at box is much longer than the time in motion. In general, we divide the message dissemination through thrown boxes into two phases. Firstly, we only focus on the scenario with message sender and thrown box, where the mobile message senders drop messages at every visited box. Since the message stored at each box has an expiration probability, it is necessary to model the message scatter at box and study the time evolution of message box. This analysis of message dissemination among boxes is given in Sect. 4. In the second phase discussed in Sect. 5, the message collection process is considered where the mobile collector can retrieve data by searching in each visiting box. Through modeling the message reception during each time step, we can derive the probability of collection at time t and estimate the expected number of informed collectors. All the symbols shown in the model are given in Table 1 .
Analysis of message dissemination among boxes
We first study the process of message dropping at boxes in order to obtain the probability of box having message and predict its expected amount. The message dissemination among boxes depends on mobility of message sender, message expiration and the previous state of box. Specifically, when a message initiator arrives at an empty box, then a copy of message is temporally stored at that box. At next time step, the message could be expired and that box is empty again. We denote by e the probability of message expiration at box. When the probability e is zero, the message left by the sender always exists at box. In another extreme case when e = 1, the message left at the box by sender keeps valid only for one time step. In other words, the message exchange has to rely on the node contact at the same box.
Both (1) and (2) are proposed to describe the process of message dissemination among boxes. In (1), the probability β b,t that box b does not receive the message from any nodes at time t equals to the probabilities that all the message senders don't reach box b at time t. Equation (2) gives the probability 1 − α b,t that box b has no message at time t, where the first term on the right side of equation denotes the probability that this box has no data at time t − 1 and is still unreached by any sender at t and the second term represents the likelihood that message is received at time t − 1 but expired at time t.
Based on above equations, the expected number of message boxes until time t is λ t = B b=1 α b,t .
Theorem 1 Given the limiting probability m (j,b) of any sender j and message expiration probability e. For large t,
Proof By rearranging (2), we can get
Iteratively solve the equation, then
For large t, we let β b to be the limiting probability of β b,t and the term t i=1 (β b,i − e)α b,0 approaches 0. Then α b is introduced to express the limiting probability for large t,
From the result in Theorem 1, we know that all the boxes will finally hold the data when the message does not expire. In other words, if e equals to 0, λ t will reach to B. However, if e > 0, there will be only a part of the boxes having valid data and the amount is limited by λ t . In addition, the mobility of message sender can decide whether a box has the message or not. For example, if the probability that all the senders visit box b is zero, then 1 − N s j =1 (1 − m (j,b) ) is zero and further α b,t = 0. In such case, it means the box b will never receive any message from sender.
Analysis of message collection
In this section, the message collectors bear a part in the data dissemination what will play the role of message dissemination. Two different types of collector are discussed in this process. The first type is called independent collector. Such collectors receive message independently and do not relay the received message to other uninformed collector. The second type is cooperative collector which can continuously forward the message. Specifically, once a cooperative collector is informed by picking up message at certain box, it will behave like sender and drop message at the next visiting box for other uninformed collector.
Independent collectors
For any independent collector i, the model that describes the probability of message reception at time t is expressed by the following equations.
Equations (3) and (4) are discussed in previous section for deriving the probability of box having message at time t. Equation (5) gives the probability that collector node i has the message at time t, which not only depends on previous state but also the chance of non-reception of message at any box. Thereby, the expected number of informed collectors at time t can be obtained as μ t = N c i=1 p i,t . Theorem 2 Given the non-zero limiting probability q (i,b) of any collector i and α b,t derived from Theorem 1. For large t, μ t = N c .
Proof By rearranging (5), we can get
,t ) for short and iteratively solve the equation, then
For large t, we let r i to be the limiting probability of r i,t and p i,0 = 0, then
From Theorem 2, we can see that all message collectors will finally receive the message from the thrown box in network. However, when either q (i,b),t or α b,t is always zero for any box b, the probability p i,t will be zero and the collector i will never collect any messages. The above conditions denote the case that the message sender and collector have no common visited boxes according to their mobility patterns. In order to make them communicate, some boxes have to be deployed in their common active areas.
Cooperative collectors
A cooperative collector can be viewed as the sender without having data in the beginning and starts to relay data when receiving message from box. The model for cooperative collectors subsume three similar equations in previous section, where the only distinct equation about probability β b,t is given as follows.
Compared with (3), the impact on β b,t from the cooperative collectors comes in the form of the second part of product. Since every cooperative collector may behave like the sender and scatters message at certain time, the probability β b,t also depends on the states of collectors. If a collector does not hold any message at previous time t − 1 or it has the message without reaching box b at time t, then this collector will contribute to the probability β b,t . In order to derive μ t , the second product term on the right of (6) can be approximated as constant coefficient. Then based on the result from Theorem 2, μ t will approach to N c for large t.
Latency of message collection
We concentrate on the latency between when a collector starts to move and it receives the data for the first time. In this latency model, as we give the assumption in Sect. 3, the transition time between spots is relatively short compared with pause time at boxes, so the transition time is ignored when we consider the latency. Moreover, we focus on the message collection with independent collectors. In other words, once a collector retrieves the data, it finishes its task and will not relay message to other collectors.
Before the collector starts to gather message from the thrown boxes, the senders could already spread messages in network. So we make use of the limiting probability of α b to approximate the message distribution at the boxes. For large t, the limiting probability for box b is used to derive the latency and its expression from Theorem 1 is shown as follows:
After that, we construct a Markov Chain to model the message collection for any collector. A sample Markov Chain with four states is shown in Fig. 2 . Box i and Box j denote the states without message stored and their corresponding absorption states expressed by the red circles are the states of box having valid message. The expression on each directed arc denotes the transition probability of mobile collector among these states. Once a collector enters into either state i m or j m , it means the collector retrieves the data Proof The transition matrix R of the Markov model for collector i is provided first. The set {1, . . . , B} represents the states of box without message and the set {1 m , . . . , B m } denotes the states of box having message. Then entry r ij in matrix R is
Then, the general form of matrix R can be shown as follows
Based on Phase-type distribution, the probability that the message can be collected by collector i at time t for the first time is
From Theorem 3, we know that the latency will decrease as the probability α b increases. When e = 1, the message will only stored at the box where the message senders stay and the resultant latency denotes the first contact time with message sender. After that, the expected latency for collector i is t th i,t and the expected number of informed collectors by time t,
Numerical result
In this section, several numerical results are given to demonstrate the features of thrown box based message dissemination and to validate our model. We mainly capitalize on three different types of network graph to generate various mobility matrices for illustration, including complete graph, cluster based topology and linear topology. The vertex in the network graph denotes a box deployed at certain location and the edge represents the path between any two boxes. The network simulator ONE [15] is employed to validate the analytical model.
Mobility model
Based on the underlying network topology, the mobility of each node is expressed as a stochastic matrix where the nonzero value denotes the probability of choosing certain path at next time step. In the first complete graph based scenario, any pair of boxes has a path between them and the transition probabilities from certain box to other boxes are randomly chosen. The sample mobility matrix with only six boxes is given as below. In order to simulate localized mobility, we provide the cluster based scenario where mobile nodes have higher probability to visit several local boxes and lower chance to move out of them. The corresponding probability reflects the visiting preference when making the movement decision. The following matrix gives an example to represent the cluster based mobility. In the following sections, there are total 20 boxes arranged under these three network scenarios. The mobility matrices are generated first and then the movement trace of mobile node is derived accordingly. According to our network assumption, the transition time between boxes is ignored. At each time step, every mobile node will stay at certain box and choose the next box based on its stochastic matrix.
Process of message dissemination among boxes
In this section, the numerical results based on the analytical model are given and then the simulation is introduced for model validation. Firstly, the impact of probability of message expiration on the number of message boxes is studied under different network scenarios. There are total 20 thrown boxes and 2 message senders in numerical results. From the results shown in Fig. 3 , there exists the limiting number of message boxes. When the probability of message expiration is zero, the maximum number of message boxes will eventually reach to 20. As the expiration probability increases, the number of message boxes reduces and the limiting amount of message box is less than 20. When the probability becomes 1, only the boxes where message senders stay have message stored and thereby the amount is less or equal than 2. Furthermore, various network scenarios lead to different latencies for reaching stable state. The sending process costs the shortest time in the network with complete graph and the longest time in linear based network. Also from the curves in the bottom of Secondly, the comparison between model and simulation is given in Fig. 4 . There are 20 thrown boxes in network but only one sender is involved. Using different net-work scenarios and various message expiration probabilities, the averaged simulation results approximately agree with the results of analytical model. The difference may result from the average error and message transmission delay. The wave-like curves show the evolution of message box in the simulation while the model curves are smooth. The time evolution of message collection is shown by deriving the expected number of cooperative message collectors against time. Various probabilities of message expiration and 5 message collectors are employed to demonstrate the features of analytical model on message collection. The resultant curves show that the latency becomes longer as expiration probability increases. In addition, the curves in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b are similar but varies in small delay. In Fig. 5c , we can observe that the collectors need a longer time to retrieve data. And there is no collector having message in the beginning due to the initial far distance between collector and sender.
After that, the simulation results are given in Fig. 6 . The simulation setting includes one message sender, 20 thrown boxes and 50 message collectors. The message sender and message collectors have different mobility models and starting points. The curves in Fig. 6 indicate that the analytical model approximately matches the simulation results under different scenarios. The average error and transmission delay cause the difference betweens simulation and model.
Distribution of latency
Given the same network scenarios, the latency distribution about when the mobile collector receives the message for the first time is studied as well. One collector and one sender are used to derive the latency in the network with total 20 boxes. From Fig. 7 , we find that the expected latency in linear topology scenario is the smallest. That is because in such scenario the messages exist with higher probability at several boxes which are likely visited by the collector. For the other cases, the collector needs the longest expected latency in the cluster based scenario and the averaged latency for complete graph based scenario is in-between. For each subfigure, as the expiration probability increases, the expected latency grows accordingly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the thrown-box assisted message dissemination and propose the corresponding models to analyze the message delivery rate and related latency distribution. Differing in the phases of message passing, we first model the message dissemination among boxes and derive the time evolution relating the number of the boxes containing messages. Then, we investigate the process of message collection. We calculate the expected number of informed collectors. Further, the latency distribution of message collection is derived based on a discrete Markov Chain model. We have some interesting numerical results for three different network topologies. The results will help buffer management and delay management in delay tolerant networks.
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